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Abstract—With the maturity of cloud computing technology in terms of reliability and efficiency, a large number of services have
migrated to the cloud platform. To convenient access to the services and protect the privacy of communication in the public network,
three-factor Mutual Authentication and Key Agreement (MAKA) protocols for multi-server architectures gain wide attention. However,
most of the existing three-factor MAKA protocols don’t provide a formal security proof resulting in various attacks on the related
protocols, or they have high computation and communication costs. And most of the three-factor MAKA protocols haven’t a dynamic
revocation mechanism, which leads to malicious users can not be promptly revoked. To address these drawbacks, we propose a
provable dynamic revocable three-factor MAKA protocol that achieves the user dynamic management using Schnorr signatures and
provides a formal security proof in the random oracle. Security analysis shows that our protocol can meet various demands in the
multi-server environments. Performance analysis demonstrates that the proposed scheme is well suited for computing resource
constrained smart devices. The full version of the simulation implementation proves the feasibility of the protocol.

Index Terms—Protocols, Cloud computing, Smart cards, Authentication, Bioceramics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN the recent decade, cloud computing technology has
been completely commercialized. It can not only improve

service efficiency but also reduce costs. More and more com-
panies are putting their services on the cloud platform for
development, management and maintenance. This not only
reduces the local maintenance burden for these enterprises,
but also provides unified security and operation manage-
ment for all services on the third-party cloud platform, as
shown in Fig.1. Although third-party cloud platforms have
more powerful technologies and more standard technical
specifications to ensure that the servers run in a relative-
ly secure environment, users and servers communicate in
the public network. Therefore, authentication and key a-
greement are critical for the communication security. The
use of mutual authentication and key agreement (MAKA)
protocols not only prevent attackers from abusing server
resources, but also prevent malicious attackers posing as the
server to obtain the user’s information. Therefore, the MA-
KA protocols have been extensively studied since Lamport
proposed a password-based authentication protocol [1].

Earlier MAKA protocols [2], [3], [4] are designed for
single-server architecture. As Internet users grow expo-
nentially, the number of cloud servers rendering different
services has also grown significantly. For the single-server
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architecture, it is difficult for users to maintain a variety
of passwords for each server. To improve user experience,
many scholars propose more flexible MAKA protocols [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10] for multi-server environments. Com-
bined with the unified management features of the cloud
platform, such protocols can be conveniently applied. The
protocols for multi-server architectures model as shown in
Fig.2, users and cloud servers only need to register in the
registration center (RC) to mutual authentication and key
agreement.

In the multi-server environments, the MAKA protocols
can be further divided into two categories, two-factor MA-
KA protocols, namely identity, password, and three-factor
MAKA protocols, namely identity, password, biometrics.
The works in [11], [12] have shown that the password-
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Fig. 2. Multi-service architectures of the protocol model

based MAKA protocols suffer from several attacks such as
guessing password attack. The cost of the password guess-
ing attack on password-based protocol becomes lower and
lower as the rapid development of computers. On the other
hand, users usually utilize simple letters or numbers as their
passwords, and even a large number of users directly use
the default password if the smart devices don’t require the
user to modify the password mandatory. In order to solve
this problem, several biometrics-based MAKA protocols
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23] have
been proposed. Due to the uniqueness, availability and non-
transferability of biometrics keys (palm print, iris, finger
print etc.), the three-factor MAKA protocols for multi-server
environments provide more security than the two-factor
protocols. In view of the openness of wireless networks,
an adversary can intercept, modify, delete and replay any
communication messages. Anonymity and un-traceability
are also indispensable part of the MAKA protocols [24],
[25], [26], [27], [28] to resist the above-mentioned attacks.
However, the current three-factor MAKA protocols still
have the following defects.

1) Security vulnerabilities: Most of the existing MA-
KA protocols based on the three factors haven’t a
formal proof, but some informal security analysis.
And some protocols were embed insecure factors
such as key authentication factors easily extracted.
We will analyze such weaknesses in the security
comparisons and cryptanalysis subsection.

2) Incomplete basic functions: Some important basic
functions, such as dynamic user management, au-
thentication phase without RC, are not considered
in most MAKA protocols.

3) High cost: Some three-factor MAKA protocols did-
n’t take full account of their actual application en-
vironment, which results these protocols are not
suited for the limited resource of the devices.

Therefore, it still a challenge to design an effective three-
factor MAKA protocol for achieving secure communication
between user and server.

1.1 Related Works

In 2001, Li et al. [5] introduced the concept of authentication
protocol for multi-server environments and proposed the
first password-based MAKA protocol using the neural net-
work. Thanks to the complicated neural network, Li et al.’s
protocol isn’t suitable for smart devices with limited com-
puting power. To improve efficiency, Juang [6] proposed a
MAKA protocol for multi-server architectures by using hash
functions and symmetric key cryptosystems. In the same
year, Chang et al. [7] pointed out that Juang’s protocol is
flawed in terms of efficiency. They proposed a more efficient
MAKA scheme for multi-server environments. However, in
their protocol RC shares system private key with all servers.
This will undoubtedly result in many security vulnerabil-
ities. To improve security, some new MAKA protocols [8],
[9] using hash functions and symmetric-key cryptosystems
had also been proposed. In 2013, Liao et al. [10] proposed
a multi-server remote user authentication protocol using
self-certified public keys for mobile clients. However, their
scheme doesn’t establish a shared session key and the com-
munication cost is unacceptable.

Given the fact that wireless networks are open envi-
ronment, the privacy protection is also considered in such
protocols. To provide user anonymity, Das et al. [24] pro-
posed the first dynamic two-factor authentication scheme
which uses dynamic pseudo-identities instead of a user’s
true identity. Unfortunately, in 2009 Wang et al. [25] pointed
out that Das et al.’s protocol fails to provide mutual authen-
tication, user anonymity and they proposed an improved
version. However, Yeh et al. [26] and Wen et al. [27] found
that Wang et al.’improved version is vulnerable to imperson-
ation attack and is incapable of providing user anonymi-
ty, respectively. In 2016, based on self-certified public key
cryptography, He et al. [28] proposed a provable security
anonymous MAKA protocol for multi-server architectures.
The protocols discussed above are password-based, but
such protocols are insecure under off-line guessing pass-
word attack. We will analyze the protocol [28] that has
such security weakness in the security comparisons and
cryptanalysis subsection.

To address this weakness, based on fingerprint, Lee et
al. [13] proposed a authentication protocol using smart card.
However, Lin et al. [14] and Chang et al. [15] found that
Lee et al.’s protocol suffers from the masquerade attack and
the conspiring attack, respectively. To enhance security, Kim
et al. [16] proposed a new biometrics-based authentication
protocol using smart card. Unfortunately, Scott [17] pointed
out that Kim et al.’s protocol can be completely compro-
mised by a passive adversary. Later, Khan et al. [18] found
that Lin et al.’s scheme also suffers from the server spoofing
attack and proposed an improved version. For multi-server
architectures, Yoon et al. [19] proposed a biometrics-based
authentication protocol using elliptical curve cryptosystem
(ECC) and smart card. Unfortunately, Kim et al. [20] and He
[29] pointed out that Yoon et al.’scheme is insecure under
the offline password-guessing attack, the privileged insider
attack and the impersonation attack. Later, He et al. [21] pro-
posed a robust biometrics-based authentication scheme for
multi-server architectures. However, Odelu et al. [22] point
out that He et al.’s protocol suffers from the known session-
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specific temporary information attack, the impersonation
attack and so on. However, each authentication and key
agreement in Odelu et al.’protocol requires the involvement
of RC. In 2017, Reedy et al. [23] also proposed a biometrics-
based MAKA protocol for multi-server environments. Un-
fortunately, after our analysis in the security comparisons
and cryptanalysis subsection of this paper, their protocol is
vulnerable the server impersonation attack and the man-in-
the-middle attack. On the other hand, the MAKA protocol
is also widely used in other environments, such as Passive
Internet of Things [30], Vehicles in Smart City [31], and
Mobile Devices [32], [33].

1.2 Our Contributions
In this paper, we propose a dynamic revocable three-factor
mutual authentication and key agreement (3DRMAKA) pro-
tocol which has more comprehensive functions, reliable
security and relatively higher execution efficiency. Our con-
tribution can be summarized as follows:

1) We design a three-factor MAKA protocol which
implements three-factor security. And we show that
the proposed protocol can meet the demands of
multi-server architectures such as anonymity, non-
traceability, resistance password guessing attack
and smart card extraction attack, and so on.

2) Our scheme achieves the user’s dynamic manage-
ment. In our protocol, users can be dynamically
revoked to promptly prevent attacks from malicious
users. Without a dynamic revocation mechanism,
RC can’t punish malicious users in a timely manner.
This may result in such malicious users still active
in the network to communicate with other servers.

3) In the random oracle, we provide a formal proof
of the proposed protocol based on BDH, CDH and
Schnorr signatures unforgeability assumptions. We
show that the proposed protocol is mutual authen-
tication secure and authenticated key agreement
secure.

4) Our protocol has a good execution efficiency. Espe-
cially on the client side, the computation cost of our
scheme is the lowest in the related existing proto-
cols. This shows that our protocol is more suitable
for device mobiles with limited computing resource.
And, to prove that the protocol is technically sound,
we programmatically simulate the proposed proto-
col.

1.3 Organization of the Paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
the basic knowledge will be introduced. We present a new
3DRMAKA protocol in section 3. In section 4, we prove
the proposed protocol and perform the analysis of related
protocols. We compare the performance of our protocol with
related protocols in section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper
in section 6.

2 PRELIMINARIES

To the integrity of the paper, some relevant definitions will
be presented below. Let G1, G2 be two cyclic groups of

prime order q, in which G1 is a subgroup of the group
of points on elliptic curve over a finite field Fp and G2 is
multiplicative group. Suppose G1 is generated by generator
P . A bilinear pairing is a map e : G1×G1 → G2 if it has the
below properties:

• Bilinearity: we have e(a · S, b · T ) = e(S, T )ab, for all
a, b ∈ Z∗

q and S, T ∈ G1.
• Non-degeneracy: the e(P, P ) 6= 1G2

holds.
• Computability: There must be an efficient algorithm

to compute e(S, T ) for all S, T ∈ G1.

A fuzzy extractor could extract a random string ∂ if
given biometric input B. One key property of the fuzzy
extractor is that it can output the same random string even
though the input changes, but it remains close. To recover
∂ from a new biometric B∗, a consistent random auxiliary
string θ is generated and used for the following operations.
The following definition is the formal description of the
fuzzy extractor.
Definition 1 (Fuzzy Extractor). [34] A fuzzy extractor in-

cludes two algorithms (Gen, Rep).

• When receiving biometric input B, the Gen algo-
rithm will output a random string ∂ and a random
auxiliary string θ.

• When receiving a close biometric input B∗ and the
corresponding random auxiliary string θ, the Rep
algorithm will output ∂.

Since the proposed scheme is based on the unforgeabil-
ity of the Schnorr signatures [35], the following is a brief
introduction of this signatures.

• Initialization: Let p, q be two big prime such that
q|p − 1, choose a generator g of G2, a one-way
hash function h and a private key x ∈ Z∗

q ,and then
computes the public key gpub = gx.

• Signature: The signer chooses a random number
k ∈ Z∗

q , and then computes r = gk, e = h(m, r),
s = (xe+ k)modq for message m. Finally, the signer
outputs the signatures (s, e,m).

• Verification: Upon receiving of the signature messages
(m, s, e), the verifier computes r = gs · g−epub, and
then checks e? = h(m, r). if the equation holds, this
signatures are valid and vice versa.

At the Eurocrypt 1996, Pointcheval and Stern [36] have
shown that Schnorr signatures are provably security based
on the hardness of the discrete logarithm (DL) problem in
the random oracle model. However, in 2014, Nils et al. [37]
pointed out that the reduction of the paper [36] from DL
to breaking Schnorr signatures is not tight. In their paper,
they introduced a new meta-reduction technique to prove
the security of Schnorr signatures.
Definition 2. Based on [37], there is no probabilistic poly-

nomial adversary can forge Schnorr signatures with a
non-negligible probability.

Definition 3 (Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Prob-
lem). Given (g, ga, gb), where g ∈ G2 and a, b ∈ Z∗

q .
There is no valid algorithm to compute gab within poly-
nomial time.
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Definition 4 (Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Problem). Giv-
en (P, a · P, b · P, c · P ), where P ∈ G1 and a, b, c ∈ Z∗

q ,
it is difficult to compute e(P, P )abc within polynomial
time.

3 THE PROPOSED 3DRMAKA PROTOCOL

In this section, we describe the proposed 3DRMAKA proto-
col. The proposed protocol can be divided into eight phases:
Initialization Phase, Server Registration Phase, Users Regis-
tration Phase, Time Key Update Phase, Login and Mutual
Authentication Phase, Password and Biometrics Change
Phase, New Server Update Phase and Dynamic Revocation
Phase.

3.1 Initialization Phase
The RC initializes the system private key and the system
parameters in this phase.

1) According the definition of bilinear pairing, RC
selects two groups G1, G2 of the same prime order
q and a bilinear paring e:G1 × G1 → G2. Then, RC
also chooses two random numbers s1, s2 ∈ Z∗

q as
the system private keys, a generator P of G1 and a
share key ASK.

2) RC calculates Ppub = s1 · P , g = e(P, P ),
gpub = gs2 and chooses nine secure hash functions:
H00:{0, 1}∗ → G1, H01:Z∗

q → G1, H1:{0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q ,

H2:{0, 1}∗×Z∗
q → Z∗

q , H3:{0, 1}∗×Z∗
q ×Z∗

q → Z∗
q ,

H4:{0, 1}2q → Z∗
q , H5:G2 × Z∗

q × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q ,

H6:G2 × {0, 1}∗ × Z∗
q → Z∗

q , H7:G2 × G2 × G2 ×
G2 × Z∗

q × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q .

3) RC publics the system parameters {q, G1, G2, Ppub,
g, gpub, e, P , H00, H01, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6,
H7}.

3.2 Server Registration Phase
In this phase, the server Sj registers with the RC in order
to be an authorized server of the network. As shown in
Fig.3, the processes of communication between Sj and RC
are performed as follows.

1) Sj transmits registration request with his/her iden-
tity IDsj to RC securely.

2) RC computers dsj = s1 ·H00(IDsj), H1(ASK) and
delivers them back to Sj under a secure channel.

3) Upon receiving (dsj , H1(ASK)), the Sj can validate
the private key by checking whether the equation
e(dsj , P )? = e(H00(IDsj), Ppub) holds. If the equa-
tion holds, the private key is valid and vice versa.

4) RC maintains a table database Tsj , which stores the
status of the corresponding registration servers.

3.3 Users Registration Phase
Under multi-server environments, a new user Ui who wants
to access the services provided by Sj must register with the
RC. As shown in Fig.4, the steps of communication between
Ui and RC are carried out as follows.

1) Ui inputs his/her identity IDui, password PWui

and biometrics BIOui. Then Ui generates a
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Fig. 3. The server registration phase

random number rui ∈ Z∗
q and computers

Gen(BIOui)= (θui, ∂ui), PIDui = H2(IDui, rui),
PWDui = H3(PWui, P IDui, rui), and PBIOui =
H2(∂ui, rui). Finally Ui transmits (IDui, PIDui,
PWDui, PBIOui) to RC through an out of band
(secure) channel.

2) RC calculates dui = s1 · H01(PIDui), Gui =
dui ⊕ PWDui, Vui = H4(PWDui, Gui) for corre-
sponding user. To reduce the user’s computation-
al burden, RC computes e(dui, H00(IDsj)) for the
user based on valid server entries in the Tsj table
database. And then generates a Tui table whose data
is Rsj = e(dui, H00(IDsj)) ⊕PWDui ⊕ PBIOui.
RC inserts (Tui, Gui, Vui, H1(ASK)) into smart-
card(SC) for corresponding user and sends SC to
the user under a secure channel. Finally, RC creates
a form database Tsui with hash of user identi-
ty information in which also stores the status of
the corresponding registration users to dynamically
manage users.

3) Upon receiving SC, Ui computes Wui = rui ⊕
H1(∂ui), h1 = H1(ASK) ⊕ rui ⊕ PBIOui and
then replaces H1(ASK) with θui, Wui, Hi(i =
00, 01, 1, . . . , 7), h1, gpub.
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3.4 Time Key Update Phase

In order to manage users dynamically, RC periodically up-
dates the time key to legitimate users in the Tsui. As shown
in Fig.5, the steps below are run between RC and Ui.

1) Before updating the time key for a user, RC checks
the status of the corresponding anonymous user
PIDui in Tsui. Then, RC chooses a random num-
ber bui ∈ Z∗

q , valid time period t and computes
Bui = gbui , dtui = bui+H5(Bui, P IDui, t) ·s2modq
for the legitimate user. RC transmits (Bui, dtui, t) to
the corresponding user through a public channel.

2) Upon receiving (Bui, dtui, t), the user first enters
IDui, BIOui and then computes ∂ui = Rep(BIOui,
θui), rui =Wui⊕H1(∂ui), PIDui = H2(IDui, rui).
Ui checks gdtui? = Bui·gH5(Bui,PIDui,t)

pub to verify the
validity of the time key. If the equation holds, the us-
er inserts (Bui, dtui, t)to SC. The elements contained
in the SC are {Tui, Gui, Vui, h1, θui,Wui, Hi(i =
00, 01, 1, . . . , 7), gpub, Bui, dtui, t}.
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3.5 Login and Mutual Authentication Phase

As shown in Fig.6, the user must first complete the smart
card login. Then, Ui and Sj can authenticate each other and
negotiate a session key. This phase is described as follows.

1) Ui inputs his/her IDui, PWui and BIOui into SC.
SC uses its stored information to calculate ∂ui =
Rep(BIOui, θui), rui = Wui ⊕ H1(∂ui), PIDui =
H2(IDui, rui), PWDui = H3(PWui, P IDui, rui),
PBIOui = H2(∂ui, rui). SC validates whether the
equation Vui? = H4(PWDui, Gui) holds. If the
equation holds, the user logins successfully, other-
wise, rejects the request.

2) Using the information in table Tui, the user choos-
es a target server IDsj . SC generates a random
number N1 ∈ Z∗

q and calculates H1(ASK) =
h1 ⊕ rui ⊕ PBIOui, kui = gN1 , Fui = PIDui ⊕
H6(kui, IDsj , H1(ASK)). Then, SC sends (Fui, kui,
Bui, dtui, t) to the corresponding server Sj .

3) Upon receiving the messages, Sj first verifies the
time key correctness by checking gdtui? = Bui·
g
H5(Bui,PIDui,t)
pub , where PIDui = Fui ⊕ H6(kui,

IDsj , H1(ASK)). If the equation holds, Sj contin-
ues next steps; otherwise, rejects the request.

4) Sj chooses a random number N2 ∈ Z∗
q and com-

putes k1t = e(dsj , H01(PIDui)), ksj = gN2 and
Dsj = H7(k1t, ksj , kui, gpub, P IDui, IDsj). Then,
Sj transmits (Dsj , ksj) to the corresponding Ui.

5) Upon receiving (Dsj , ksj), Ui computes k1 = Rsj ⊕
PWDui ⊕ PBIOui and then checks whether the
Dsj? = H7(k1, ksj , kui, gpub, P IDui, IDsj) holds. If
the equation holds, Ui computes ku = kN1

sj , Dui =
H7(gpub, kui, ksj , k1, P IDui, IDsj), the session key
sk = H7(ku, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj). Then, Ui
sends Dui to Sj .

6) When Sj receives the message Dui, he/she check-
s whether the Dui? = H7 (gpub, kui, ksj , k1t,
P IDui, IDsj) holds. If the equation holds, Sj
computes ks = kN2

ui and the session key sk =
H7(ks, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj).
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Fig. 6. Login and Mutual Authentication phase

3.6 Password and Biometrics Change Phase

In order to reduce the burden of RC, the user can change
the password and biometrics without RC in our scheme.
The detailed steps are as follows.

1) Ui enters his/her IDui, PWui, BIOui and new
PWnui, BIOnui into SC. The SC computes ∂ui =
Rep(BIOui, θui), rui = Wui ⊕ H1(∂ui), PIDui =
H2(IDui, rui), PWDui = H3(PWui, P IDui, rui),
PBIOui = H2(∂ui, rui). The SC validates whether
the equation Vui? = H4(PWDui, Gui) holds. If not,
SC terminates the follow-up operations.
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2) SC computes PWDnui = H3(PWnui, P IDui, rui),
Gen(BIOnui) = (θnui, ∂nui), PBIOnui = H2(∂nui
, rui) and then uses them to update other rel-
evant informations in SC, namely Rnsj = Rsj
⊕PWDui ⊕ PBIOui ⊕ PBIOnui ⊕ PWDnui →
Tnui, Gnui = Gui ⊕ PWDui ⊕ PWDnui, Vnui =
H4 (PWDnui,Gnui), hn1 = h1⊕ PBIOui
⊕PBIOnui, Wnui = Wui ⊕ H1(∂ui) ⊕ H1(∂nui).
Finally, SC replaces (Tui,Gui, Vui,h1,Wui, θui) with
(Tnui,Gnui,Vnui, hn1,Wnui, θnui).

3.7 New Server Update Phase

When a new server wants to join the network, the proposed
protocol can insert the new server information without RC .
The detailed processes are as follows.

1) When a new server Snj has finished registration, the
RC updates the Tsj and broadcasts IDnsj all valid
users in the Tsui.

2) Upon receiving IDnsj , users input IDui, PWui,
BIOui and IDnsj into SC. The SC computes ∂ui =
Rep(BIOui, θui), rui = Wui ⊕H1(∂ui), PIDui =
H2(IDui, rui), PWDui = H3(PWui, P IDui, rui),
PBIOui = H2(∂ui, rui), dui = Gui ⊕ PWDui,
Rnsj = e(dui, H00(IDnsj)) ⊕PWDui ⊕ PBIOui.
Then, the SC inserts Rnsj into Tui.

3.8 Dynamic Revocation Phase

In practice, the importance of an efficient revocation mech-
anism is self-evident. It has positive meaning both in pre-
venting malicious users and improving the efficiency of
RC management. In this phase, we introduce two kinds of
dynamic revocation supported by this scheme, namely, the
revocation of malicious users and the user initiative to apply
for revocation.

3.8.1 Malicious User Revocation

During the session, if servers find that a user is visiting
illegally, the server reports the RC. RC will verify the au-
thenticity. If the situation is true, he/she immediately stop
updating the user time key. Otherwise, RC will punish the
service to a certain degree of downgrade.

3.8.2 User Apply For Revocation

The user sends the revocation request with identity IDui

through the secure channel. After receiving the message,
RC checks the identity IDui and then stops updating the
corresponding user time key.

4 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed
protocol in the random oracle model. In this model, each
party involved in a session is treated as an oracle, and an
adversary can access the oracles by issuing some specified
queries.

4.1 Security Model
In this subsection, we define the capabilities of an adversary
based on the literatures [28], [38], [39]. Assume A is a
probabilistic polynomial time adversary. We allow adver-
sary A to gain the capabilities through a series of random
oracles controlled simulator S. Specific query can refer to
the following. Let α ∈ {PIDui, IDsj} and >mα be the mth
instance of α.

• Hi(mi):When an adversaryAmakesHi query with a
messagemi, the oracle returns r if the query has been
asked before. Otherwise,Hi oracle random generates
a r, records (mi, r) into list Li(i = 0, . . . , 7), and
returns r to A, where Li is initially empty.

• Extract(α): With this query, the corresponding partic-
ipant’s private key can be obtained.

• Tupdate(PIDui,t): Through this query, the adversary
A can get the update time key of corresponding user.

• Send(>mα , M ):In this query, the adversary A can send
a message M to the oracle >mα . Upon receiving
M , according the proposed protocol the oracle >mα
performs some computations and then replies to the
adversary A.

• Reveal(>mα ):This query is executed by A to obtain a
session key sk from the oracle >mα . If the oracle has
accepted the session, >mα returns the corresponding
session key sk; otherwise, S outputs a null value.

• Corrupt(α):When A executes the query with the iden-
tity IDα, the oracle returns the private key to A.

• Test(>mα ):During the session, the adversary A is al-
lowed to send a Test query to the oracle >mα . On
receiving a Test query, >mα flips an unbiased coin b,
and then returns the session key if b = 1, otherwise
outputs a random string sk ∈ Z∗

q as the session key.

Before the formal proof, some basic security definitions
of the mutual authentication and key agreement protocol
are given.
Definition 5 (AKA-Secure). The Authenticated Key Agree-

ment (AKA) advantage is defined as Advakap (A) =
|2Pr[Asucceeds]− 1|, where Pr[Asucceeds] is the prob-
ability that A wins the game of Test(>mα ). We say the
protocol P is AKA-secure if Advakap (A) is negligible.

Definition 6 (MA-Secure). The MAKA protocol P is Mutual
Authentication-secure (MA-Secure) if both Pr[C2S] and
Pr[S2C] are negligible, where C2S and S2C denote
A breaking client-to-server authentication and server-to-
client authentication events, respectively.

Definition 7 (Partnership). When two oracles >mPIDui
and

>mIDsj
mutually authenticate each other and compute a

mutual session key between them, we call them Partner-
ship.

4.2 Provable Security
In the following, we show that the proposed 3DRMAKA
protocol can achieve AKA-Secure and MA-Secure under
the above security model. Based on the BDH assumption,
we show that the outside adversary cannot impersonate a
client to access servers (Lemma1) and the adversary cannot
impersonate a server to fool users information(Lemma3).
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Then, based on the definition 2 assumption, we prove the
proposed scheme can resist a revoked user impersonate
attack (Lemma2). Finally, we show that our protocol can
achieve AKA-secure (Theorem2) under the CDH assump-
tion.

Lemma 1. In the random oracle model, no client outside
polynomial adversary against the proposed 3DRMAKA
protocol can forge legal authentication messages with a
non-negligible probability.

Proof: Suppose that the outside adversary A can
forge legal authentication message with a non-negligible
advantage ε. Based on [40] Lemma1, for a given ID, the
A can own a non-negligible advantage within polynomial
time to violate the C2S of the proposed scheme. Given
an instance (P, x · P, y · P, z · P ) of BDH problem, where
P ∈ G1 and unknown x, y, z ∈ Z∗

q . The goal of the simu-
lation S is to solve e(P, P )xyz . S generates the public pa-
rameters {q,G1, G2,Ppub, g, gpub, e, P,H0∗, H1, H2, H3, H4,
H5, H6, H7}, where Ppub = x · P , gpub = gw and w is
unknown number in Z∗

q . Then, S randomly chooses a user’s
anonymous identity PIDuI as challenge identity and let
IDsJ be his/her Partnership. S interacts with A as follows:

• H0∗ queries: S maintains a list L0 initialized empty.
If PIDui 6= PIDuI ∧ IDsj 6= IDsJ , S checks if the
query has been asked in L0. If it exists, S responses
the recorded value of a · P , which a ∈ Z∗

q ; if there
is no record, S randomly chooses a ∈ Z∗

q and com-
putes h0 = a · P , and then inserts (PIDui, a, h0) or
(IDsj , a, h0) into L0 and returns h0 to A. Otherwise,
when PIDui = PIDuI , S returns y · P to A. When
IDsj = IDsJ , S responses z · P to A.

• Hi queries: S maintains a series of lists Li initialized
empty. When A issues such a query along with mi, S
checks if the query has been asked in Li. If it exists,
S returns the recorded value of ri, which ri ∈ Z∗

q ;
otherwise, S randomly generates ri ∈ Z∗

q , records
(mi, ri) into Li and then responses ri to A.

• Extract(α): S maintains a list LPUSK initialized emp-
ty. If α 6= PIDuI ∧ α 6= IDsJ , S checks if the query
has been asked in LPUSK . If it exists, S responses
the recorded value. If there is no record, S chooses
a number a ∈ Z∗

q , sets H0∗(α) ← a · P , and then
computes dui = a · Ppub or dsj = a · Ppub. Then, S
inserts (α, d∗∗) and (α, a,H0∗(α)) into LPUSK and
L0, respectively. S returns dui or dsj to A. When
α = PIDuI ∨ α = IDsJ , S terminates the game.

• Tupdate(PIDui,t): Upon receiving this query along
with (PIDui, t), S responses the recorded value in
LPUT . If not exits, S randomly chooses two number
bui,vui ∈ Z∗

q , computes Bui = gbui · g−vui

pub , sets
H5(Bui, P IDui, t)← vui, dtui ← bui. Then, S inserts
(PIDui, Bui, t, dtui) and (Bui, P IDui, t) into LPUT
and L5 respectively, and then returns (dtui, Bui, t) to
A.

• Send queries:
1. When A issues a Send(>mPIDui

,”Start with IDsj”)
query, S generates a random number N1 ∈
Z∗
q , and then computes H1(ASK), kui = gN1 ,

Fui = PIDui ⊕ H6(kui, IDsj , H1(ASK)). S checks

whether LPUT has the update time key correspond-
ing to the user, and if not, S calculates (dtui, Bui, t)
similar to Tupdate (PIDui, t). Then, S returns (Fui,
kui, Bui, dtui, t) to A.
2. When A makes a Send(>mIDsj

, (Fui, kui , Bui,
dtui, t)) query, to achieve perfect simulation, S
first verifies the time key correctness by checking
gdtui? = Bui · gH5(Bui,PIDui,t)

pub , where PIDui =
Fui⊕H6(kui, IDsj , H1(ASK)). If the equation hold-
s, S continues next steps; otherwise, rejects the re-
quest. If IDsj 6= IDsJ , S generates a number N2 ∈
Z∗
q and computes k1t = e(dsj , H01(PIDui)),ksj =

gN2 , Dsj = H7(k1t, ksj , kui, gpub, P IDui, IDsj).
Then, S transmits (Dsj , ksj) to the adversary
A. If IDsj = IDsJ ∧ PIDui 6= PIDuI , S
chooses a random number N2 ∈ Z∗

q and com-
putes k1t = k1 = e(dui, H00(IDsj)), ksj =
gN2 ,Dsj = H7(k1t, ksj , kui, gpub, P IDui, IDsj). S
sends (Dsj , ksj) to the adversary A. If IDsj =
IDsJ ∧ PIDui = PIDuI , S makes k1t = kr1 and
a random number N2 ∈ Z∗

q , where kr1 is a ran-
dom element in G2, and then computes ksj = gN2

,Dsj = H7(k1t, ksj , kui, gpub, P IDui, IDsj). S sends
(Dsj , ksj) to the corresponding A.
3. When A issues a Send (>mPIDui

, (Dsj , ksj)) query,
if PIDui 6= PIDuI , S computes k1 = Rsj ⊕
PWDui ⊕ PBIOui and then checks whether the
Dsj? = H7(k1, ksj , kui, gpub, P IDui, IDsj) holds.
If the equation holds, S computes ku = kN1

sj ,
Dui = H7(gpub, kui, ksj , k1, P IDui, IDsj), sk =
H7(ku, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj). Then, S sends
Dui to A. If IDsj 6= IDsJ ∧ PIDui = PIDuI ,
S makes k1 = k1t and then checks whether the
Dsj? = H7(k1, ksj , kui, gpub, P IDui, IDsj) holds.
If the equation holds, S computes ku = kN1

sj ,
Dui = H7(gpub, kui, ksj , k1, P IDui, IDsj), sk =
H7(ku, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj). Then, S sends
Dui to A. If IDsj = IDsJ ∧ PIDui = PIDuI ,
S makes k1 = kr1 then checks whether the
Dsj? = H7(k1, ksj , kui, gpub, P IDui, IDsj) holds.
If the equation holds, S computes ku = kN1

sj ,
Dui = H7(gpub, kui, ksj , k1, P IDui, IDsj), sk =
H7(ku, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj). Then, S sends
Dui to A.
4. When A makes a Send (>mIDsj

, Dui) query,
S checks whether the Dui? = H7(gpub,kui,ksj ,
k1t,PIDui,IDsj). If the equation holds, S com-
putes ks = kN2

ui and the session key sk =
H7(ks, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj). Otherwise, S ter-
minates the session.

Let qm, qn, qs and qi be the number of clients, servers,
send queries and hash queries, where i = 0, . . . , 7. In the
case of IDsj = IDsJ∧PIDui = PIDuI andm1th session of
PIDuI∧m2th session of IDsJ , if A outputs a legal message
tuple (FuI , kuI , DuI , BuI , dtui, t), he/she must make H7

query. According to the responses of queries above, we have
made H01(PIDuI) ← y · P and H00(IDsJ) ← z · P . A
must compute k1 before he/she successfully outputs the
legal message. Therefore, S can traverse H7 to address the
BDH problem because A has computed the valid k1 by k1 =
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e(y·Ppub, z·P ) = e(P, P )xyz and madeH7 query. LetE1,E2,
E3 andE4 be the events of No-Extract(PIDuI∧IDsJ), both
sides of the session IDsj = IDsJ ∧ PIDui = PIDuI , m1th
session of PIDuI∧ m2th session of IDsJ , finding k1 in H7.
According to the assumption, A outputs a valid message
tuple with non-negligible ε, ie. Pr[C2S] = ε. We can get
Pr[E1] = (1 − 2

qm+qn
)(qm+qn), Pr[E2|E1] = Pr[E2] =

1
qm·qn , Pr[E3|E1 ∧ E2] = Pr[E3] =

1
q2s

, Pr[E4|E1 ∧ E2 ∧
E3] =

1
q7

and Pr[C2S|E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3 ∧ E4] = ε. Therefore,
the probability that S solves the BDH problem is

Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3 ∧ E4 ∧ C2S]
= Pr[E1] · Pr[E2|E1] · Pr[E3|E1 ∧ E2]

· Pr[E4|E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3] · Pr[C2S|E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3 ∧ E4]

=
qm + qn − 2

q2m · q2n · q2s · q7
· ε

Since S is a probability polynomial adversary, qm, qn, qs and
q7 are at most polynomial times so that S can violate BDH
with a non-negligible probability. However, this contradicts
with the difficulty of the BDH problem. Therefore, we
conclude that the proposed protocol can resist an outside
adversary impersonation user attack.

Lemma 2. In the random oracle model, no client revoked
polynomial adversary against the proposed 3DRMAKA
can forge a legal authentication message with a non-
negligible probability.

Proof: Suppose that the revoked adversary A
can forge legal authentication messages with a non-
negligible advantage ε, ie. Pr[C2S] = ε. The goal
of the simulation S is to output valid Schnor-
r signatures tuple (H5(Bui, P IDui, t), dtui, t). S gen-
erates the public parameters {q,G1, G2, Ppub, g, gpub,
e, P,H0∗, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, H7}, where Ppub = x · P ,
gpub = gy and x,y are unknown random numbers in Z∗

q . S
randomly chooses a user’s anonymous identity PIDuI as
challenge identity. S interacts with A as follows:

• H0∗ queries: S maintains a list L0 initialized empty.
When A issues such a query with α, S checks if
the query has been recorded in L0. If it exists, S
responses the recorded value of a · P , which a ∈ Z∗

q ;
if there is no record, S randomly chooses a ∈ Z∗

q and
computes h0 = a ·P , and then inserts (PIDui, a, h0)
into L0 and returns h0 to A.

• Hi queries: S maintains a series of lists Li initialized
empty. When A issues such a query along with mi, S
checks if the query has been asked in Li. If it exists,
S returns the recorded value of ri, which ri ∈ Z∗

q ;
otherwise, S randomly generates ri ∈ Z∗

q , records
(mi, ri) into Li and then responses ri to A.

• Extract(α): S maintains a list LPUSK initialized emp-
ty. When A makes such a query with α, S responses
the recorded value in LPUSK . If there is no record, S
chooses a number a ∈ Z∗

q , sets H0∗(α) ← a · P , and
then computes dui = a · Ppub or dsj = a · Ppub. Then
S inserts (α, d∗∗) and (α, a,H0∗(α)) into LPUSK and
L0. Finally, S returns dui or dsj to A.

• Tupdate (PIDui,t): Upon receiving this query along
with (PIDui, t), if PIDui 6= PIDuI , S responses
the recorded value in LPUT . If not exits, S random-
ly chooses two numbers bui, vui ∈ Z∗

q , computes
Bui = gbui · g−vui

pub , sets H5(Bui, P IDui, t) ← vui,
dtui ← bui. Then, S inserts (PIDui, Bui, t, dtui) and
(Bui, P IDui, t) into LPUT and L5 respectively, and
returns (dtui, Bui, t) to A. When PIDui = PIDuI , S
stops the game.

• Send queries: When A issues Send(>mPIDui
,”start with

IDsj”) query, if PIDui 6= PIDuI , S responses
according to the specification of the proposed pro-
tocol; otherwise, S terminates the session. For other
queries, S response A according to the proposed
protocol because S knows α’s private key.

Let qm and qs be the number of clients and send
queries. In the case of PIDui = PIDuI and mth session,
if a revoked adversary A outputs a legal update time
key tuple (BuI , dtuI , t), S can violate Schnorr signatures
with a non-negligible probability. Because the gbtuI =

BuI · gH5(BuI ,PIDuI ,t)
pub = gbuI+H5(BuI ,PIDuI ,t)·y equation is

satisfied, S outputs (dtuI , H5(BuI , P IDuI , t), t) as Schnorr
signatures tuple, where H5(BuI , P IDuI , t) can find in L5

with 1
q5

probability. Let E1, E2,E3, E4 be the events of
PIDui = PIDuI , mth session, successful forged update
time key and finding H5(BuI , P IDuI , t) in L5. According
to the assumption,A outputs a valid time key message tuple
with non-negligible ε, ie. Pr[E3] = Pr[C2S] = ε. We can
get Pr[E1] =

1
qm

, Pr[E2|E1] =
1
qs

, and Pr[E3|E1∧E2] = ε,
and Pr[E4|E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3] =

1
q5

. Therefore, the probability
that S can forge the Schnorr signatures is

Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3 ∧ E4]

= Pr[E1] · Pr[E2|E1]

· Pr[E3|E1 ∧ E2] · Pr[E4|E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3]

=
ε

qs · qm · q5

Since S is a probability polynomial adversary, qm, qs and
q5 are at most polynomial times so that S violates Schnorr
signatures with a non-negligible probability. But this con-
tradicts with the difficulty of the Schnorr signatures un-
forgeability assumption. Therefore, we conclude that the
proposed protocol can resist a revoked adversary imperson-
ation user attack.
Lemma 3. In the random oracle model, no server polynomial

adversary against the proposed 3DRMAKA can forge
a legal authentication message with a non-negligible
probability.

Proof: The simulation is the same for outside client
attacker and server attacker in the proposed protocol. They
also are all based on the BDH assumption. Therefore, ac-
cording to the Lemma1 we conclude that the proposed
protocol can resist adversary impersonation server attack.

Theorem 1. Based on Lemma1, Lemma2 and Lemma3, the
proposed 3DRMAKA protocol for multi-server environ-
ments is MA-secure.
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Theorem 2. Based on CDH assumption, the proposed 3DR-
MAKA scheme for multi-server environments is AKA-
secure, namely Advakap (A) probability is negligible.

Proof: Assume an adversary A correctly output the
bit b which is chosen by S in the Test query with a non-
negligible probability ε, then there must be a polynomial
time adversary S that can solve the CDH problem with
a non-negligible probability.Similar to the Lemma1, given
an instance of the CDH problem {g, g1 = gx, g2 = gy},
where g ∈ G2 and unknown x, y ∈ Z∗

q . The goal of the
simulation S is to compute gxy . S simulates the system
initializing algorithm to generate the system parameter-
s {q,G1, G2, Ppub, g, gpub, e, P,H0∗, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6

, H7}, where Ppub = z ·P , gpub = gw and z, w are unknown
numbers in Z∗

q . Let qi , qm, qn and qs be the number
of hash queries, clients, servers and send queries, where
i = 0, . . . , 7. S chooses I ∈ {1, 2, . . . , qm}, J ∈ {1, 2, . . . , qn}
and m1, m2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , qs} as challenge identities, assum-
ing that A can violate the key agreement against the oracle
>m1

PIDuI
with his/her partnership >m2

IDsJ
. S interacts with A

as follows.

• H0∗ queries: S maintains a list L0 initialized empty.
When A makes such a query with PIDui or IDsj , S
checks if the query has been asked in L0. If it exists, S
responses the recorded value of a · P , which a ∈ Z∗

q ;
if there is no record, S randomly chooses a ∈ Z∗

q and
computes h0 = a ·P , and then inserts (PIDui, a, h0)
or (IDsj , a, h0) into L0 and returns h0 to A.

• Hi queries: S maintains a series of lists Li initialized
empty. When A issues such a query along with mi,
S checks if the query has been recorded in Li. If
it exists, S returns the recorded value of ri, which
ri ∈ Z∗

q ; otherwise, S randomly generates ri ∈ Z∗
q ,

records (mi, ri) into Li and then responses ri to A.
• Extract (α): S maintains a list LPUSK initialized

empty. When A makes such a query with α, S checks
if the query has been asked in LPUSK . If it exists, S
responses the recorded value. If there is no record, S
chooses a number a ∈ Z∗

q , sets H0∗(α) ← a · P , and
then computes dui = a ·Ppub or dsj = a ·Ppub. Then,
S inserts (α, d∗∗) and (α, a,H0∗(α)) into LPUSK and
L0, respectively.

• Tupdate(PIDui,t): Upon receiving this query along
with (PIDui, t), S responses the recorded value in
LPUT . If not exits, S randomly chooses two numbers
bui, vui ∈ Z∗

q , computes Bui = gbui · g−vui

pub , sets
H5(Bui, P IDui, t) ← vui and dtui ← bui. Then,
S inserts (PIDui, Bui, t, dtui) and (Bui, P IDui, t)
into LPUT and L5 respectively, and then S returns
(dtui, Bui, t) to A.

• Send queries:
1. When A issues a Send(>mPIDui

, ”start with IDsj”)
query, if PIDui 6= PIDuI , S responses according to
the proposed. If PIDui = PIDuI , S makes kui = g1
and other responses are based on the protocol.
2. When A makes a Send(>mIDsj

,(Fui, kui, Bui,
dtui, t)) query, S first verifies the time key correct-
ness by checking gbtui? = Bui · gH5(Bui,PIDui,t)

pub ,
where PIDui = Fui ⊕ H6(kui, IDsj , H1(ASK)). If

the equation holds, S continues next steps; other-
wise, rejects the request. If IDsj = IDsJ , S sets
ksj ← g2 and computes k1t = e(dsj , H01(PIDui)),
Dsj = H7(k1t, ksj , kui, gpub, P IDui, IDsj). Then, S
response (Dsj , ksj) toA. Other cases respond accord-
ing to the proposed scheme.
3. When A issues a Send (>mPIDui

, (Dsj , ksj))query,
if PIDui 6= PIDuI , S responses A according
the proposed protocol. If PIDui = PIDuI ∧
IDsj 6= IDsJ , S computes k1 = Rsj ⊕
PWDui ⊕ PBIOui and then checks whether the
Dsj? = H7(k1, ksj , kui, gpub, P IDui, IDsj). If the
equation holds, S computes ku = kN2

ui , Dui =
H7(gpub, kui, ksj , k1, P IDui, IDsj), the session key
sk = H7(ku, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj). Then,
S sends Dui to A. If PIDui = PIDuI ∧
IDsj = IDsJ , S computes k1 = Rsj ⊕
PWDui ⊕ PBIOui and checks whether the Dsj? =
H7(k1, ksj , kui, gpub, P IDui, IDsj) holds. If the e-
quation holds, S chooses a random element k in
G2 and sets ku ← k. Then, S computes Dui =
H7(gpub, kui, ksj , k1, P IDui, IDsj), the session key
sk = H7(ku, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj). S sends
Dui to A.
4. When A makes a Send (>mIDsj

,Dui) query,
S checks whether the Dui ?= H7(gpub,kui,ksj ,
k1t,PIDui,IDsj). If the equation holds and IDsj 6=
IDsJ , S computes ks = kN2

ui and the session
key sk = H7(ks, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj). If
PIDui 6= PIDuI ∧ IDsj = IDsJ , S computes
ks = kN1

sj and the session key sk = H7(ks, gpub,ksj ,
kui, P IDui, IDsj). If PIDui = PIDuI ∧ IDsj =
IDsJ , S sets ks ← k and computes the session key
sk = H7(ks, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj). Otherwise,
S refuses the conversation.

• Corrupt(α): when A issues such a query, S looks up
LPUSK for a tuple (α, d∗∗) and replies d∗∗ to A.

• Reveal(>mα ): If the response of the oracle>mα has
accepted the session, S returns the corresponding
session key sk; otherwise, it outputs a null value.

• Test-query: If the query is not between >m1

PIDuI
and

>m2

IDsj
, then S cancels the game; otherwise S flips an

unbiased coin b and returns the session key if b = 1,
otherwise outputs a random string sk ∈ Z∗

q as the
session key.

In the case of IDsj = IDsJ∧PIDui = PIDuI andm1th
session of PIDuI∧ m2th session of IDsJ , if A successfully
guesses b with a non-negligible ε, we will show that S can
solve CDH problem. According to the responses of queries
above, we have set kui = g1, ksj = g2. In the following we
analyze the probability that A computes the correct ku/ks.
Let Esk, ETU and ETS be the events of obtaining the correct
session key , successfully Test-query to the >m1

PIDuI
and the

>m2

IDsj
. According to the assumption, we can get Pr[Esk] ≥

ε
2 , ie.

Pr[Esk ∧ ETS ∧ C2S] + Pr[Esk ∧ ETS ∧ ¬C2S]

+Pr[Esk ∧ ETU ] ≥
ε

2
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Then, we have

Pr[Esk ∧ ETS ∧ ¬C2S] + Pr[Esk ∧ ETU ] ≥
ε

2
− Pr[C2S]

In addition, the two events (ETS ∧ ¬C2S) and ETU are
equivalent thought observing the above simulation, so we
can get Pr[Esk ∧ETU ] ≥ ε

4 −
Pr[C2S]

2 . Therefore, S can find
ku to solve the CDH problem with a probability

ε− 2Pr[C2S]

4 · q2s · qm · qn · q7
According to the proof of Lemma1, we know that Pr[C2S]
is negligible. So, the probability is non-negligible. In view of
the adversary A computes ku/ks before he/she successfully
outputs b. Therefore, S traverses H7 to solve the CDH prob-
lem. Thus S violates CDH with a non-negligible probability.
However, this contradicts with the difficulty of the CDH
problem. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed protocol
can achieve AKA-secure, namely, Advakap (A) probability is
negligible.

4.3 Analysis of Security Requirements
In this subsection, we analyze that the proposed 3DRMAKA
protocol is able to resist various possible known attacks
resulting from the multi-server environments.

Three-Token Security: In 3DRMAKA protocol, the three
factors in the authentication process are indispensable.
There is no way for the adversary to bypass any factor
to complete the login or authentication process. Because
only biological information can be used to compute rui and
there is no way to complete the smart card login without
the correct identity IDui and password PWui. Even if the
adversary bypasses the smart card login through complex
physical attacks, he/she can’t compute H1(ASK) and k1 to
complete anonymous message delivery and authentication
because he/she doesn’t have PIDui, PWDui and PBIOui.
Thus, the proposed scheme can achieve three-token security.

Stolen Card Attack: Assume the adversary steals the us-
er’s smart card. If it is not a registered attacker, he fails
to acquire any valid credentials using extracted informa-
tion from smart card. Through we carefully design, any
credentials in the smart card will not be obtained by an
attacker using xor operation, because any xor operation
will introduce a new unknown element, such as Wui ⊕
h1 = H1(∂ui) ⊕ H1(ASK) ⊕ PBIOui. Even a malicious
server with PIDui, H1(ASK) and e(dsj , H01(PIDui)),
where e(dsj , H01(PIDui)) = e(dui, H00(IDsj)), would
not be able to recover any useful information, such as
Rsj⊕h1⊕H1(ASK)⊕e(dsj , H01(PIDui)) = rui⊕PWDui,
rui ⊕ PWDui ⊕ Gui = rui ⊕ dui. For malicious users
only H1(ASK) can be used on stolen smart card attacks.
Hence, the proposed protocol is secure against the stolen
card attack.

Password Guessing Attack: As mentioned earlier, based
on two-factor authentication schemes suffer from password
guessing attack. Like He et al.’s protocol [28] is based on the
user’s identity for the attacker does not know the premise
to protect their scheme from password guessing attack, but
this assumption is vulnerable in the real world. In our
3DRMAKA scheme, the user’s biometrics is used to resist
the password guessing attack on smart card. Without the

correct biometric informationBIOui used to recover rui, the
attack can’t compute correctly PWDui unless a collision is
found for the secure hash function. As a result, our scheme
ia able to resist password guessing attack.

Perfect Forward Security: Suppose that the adversary ob-
tains the private keys dui and dsj of the user and the
corresponding server through various uncontrollable means
such as social engineering attack. In addition, previous
interaction information (Fui, kui, Dui, Bui, dtui, t,Dsj , ksj)
of user Ui and server Sj is intercepted by the passive
monitoring attack. The adversary can compute k1, k1t us-
ing dui and dsj . However, the adversary must solve the
CDH problem before calculating the correct session key
H7(ks, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj). Because kui, ksj and ks
are just a CDH problem tuple. Therefore, our scheme can
achieve perfect forward security.

Anonymity and Un-traceability: To achieve anonymity, the
proposed protocol uses a double anonymity protection.
First, users register directly with an anonymous identity in
our scheme. Second, we use the hash of the shared key to
add a second layer of protection to the user’s anonymous
identity against unregistered attackers. In order to prevent
attackers from associating specific interaction messages to
the corresponding users, we use random number N1 to
calculate Fui for breaking message uniformity. Thus, our
scheme can provide the anonymity and un-traceability.

Dynamic Revocation: Unlike previous schemes [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23] in which there
is not dynamic revocation, the proposed protocol gives RC
greater flexibility in managing users. RC can set a reasonable
time t and then let it be applied to a variety of different
scenarios. For example, the time t can be set shorter in some
situations where the security is sensitive; the time rewards
can be appropriately given when the time key is next issued
according to the user’s honesty. Therefore, our scheme can
provide flexible dynamic revocation.

Mutual Authentication and Session Key Agreement: Based
on BDH problem and Schnorr signatures unforgeabili-
ty assumption, we have proved in Lemma1, 2, 3 that
both parties involved in the session can secure au-
thenticate for each other. On the other hand, accord-
ing to the proposed 3DRMAKA protocol for multi-
server architectures, both two participants compute
the session sk = H7(ku, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj) =
H7(ks, gpub, ksj , kui, P IDui, IDsj), which can be used in
the future secure communications. Thus, the proposed pro-
tocol can provide mutual authentication and session key
agreement.

Privileged Insider Attack: In the user registration
phase of 3DRMAKA scheme, a legal user Ui transmits
PIDui,PBIOui,IDui and the pseudo-password PWDui =
H3(PWui, P IDui, rui) instead of sending the plain tex-
t password PWui, where rui is a random number in
Z∗
q . The privileged insider of RC cannot get PWui from

H3(PWui, P IDui, rui) since he/she doesn’t know rui and
reverse the one-way hash function. Therefore, our scheme
has the capability to resist the privileged insider attack.

Replay and Man-In-The-Middle Attacks: Each time a new
session is opened in our protocol, each participant chooses
a random numberN1,N2 respectively, and they will be used
to send and respond to the request. Due to the freshness of
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gN1 and gN2 , the user and the server can find the replay of
messages by validating the legitimacy of the received mes-
sage. In man-in-the-middle attack, an attacker may try to
impersonate a valid user Ui or server Sj by intercepting the
messages. However, in our scheme, either the verification
of the updated time key or the calculation of k1, k1t of the
user or server is associated with the corresponding identi-
ty information. Based on BDH assumption, the adversary
cannot modify the identity information inside k1, k1t. As a
result, our scheme can avoid replay and man-in-the-middle
attacks.

4.4 Security Comparisons and Cryptanalysis

In this subsection, 3DRMAKA scheme is compared with the
related protocols of He et al. [28], Liao et al. [10], Reddy et al.
[23], Odelu et al. [22]. let SR − 1, SR − 2, SR − 3, SR − 4,
SR− 5, SR− 6, SR− 7, SR− 8, SR− 9, SR− 10, SR− 11,
SR− 12, SR− 13 and SR− 14 denote three/two-token se-
curity, resistance of stolen card attack, security of password
guessing attack, service of perfect forward security, provid-
ed anonymity, provided formal proof, achieved dynamic re-
vocation, achieved mutual authentication, provided session
key agreement, resistance of privileged insider attack, no
replay attack, no man-in-the-middle attack, no requiring RC
in session and achieved un-traceability. As shown in Table
1, our scheme has better security. Note that ”–” means there
is no corresponding security requirement.

Table 1. Security Comparisons 

 Odelu et al.’ 

protocol 

Liao et al.’ 

protocol 

Reddy et 

al.’ protocol 

He et al.’ 

protocol 

Our 

protocol 

SR-1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SR-2 Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

SR-3 Yes No Yes No robust Yes 

SR-4 Yes -- Yes Yes Yes 

SR-5 Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

SR-6 No No No Yes Yes 

SR-7 No No No No Yes 

SR-8 Yes No robust No No robust Yes 

SR-9 Yes -- No No robust Yes 

SR-10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SR-11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SR-12 Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

SR-13 No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SR-14 Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

In the rest of this section, we will analyze the weaknesses of He et al. protocol 

In the rest of this subsection, we will analyze the weak-
nesses of He et al. protocol and the security vulnerabilities
of Reddy et al. protocol. To control the length of the paper,
their papers [23], [28] will not be reintroduced in detail.
However, to facilitate the corresponding, we will keep the
original notation unchanged.

4.4.1 Analysis of He et al.’s protocol
In their paper, He et al. used the user’s identity IDUi to
resist off-line password attack. Although their protocol is
anonymous, attackers can exploit social-engineering attack
to obtain IDUi . For some specific attacks, using social
engineering to get relatively open identity information is

still very easy. Given the commonality of user identity
information, it obviously can’t be an important security
factor in security protocols. However, an attacker who suc-
cessfully acquired the user identity corresponding to the
smart card would launch an off-line guessing password
attack in their scheme. In view of the rapid development
of CPU/GPU and the availability of password dictionaries
on the Internet, the cost of an attacker initiating the effec-
tive password guessing attack is significantly reduced. In
their scheme, once an attacker gains the user’s PWUi

, he
can use PWUi

, IDUi
and bUi

to compute the private key
information τUi

= ψUi
⊕ h0(IDUi

, PWUi
, bUi

). Now the
attacker has completely broken the smart card, he can use
PWUi

, IDUi
to complete the smart card login and then use

τUi
to impersonate the user to complete and any server au-

thentication and session key agreement. To a certain extent,
this is also a common weakness of such authentication and
key agreement protocols that only use password. The use of
biometrics can solve the exhaustive attack of password.

4.4.2 Cryptanalysis of Reddy et al.’s protocol

Vulnerable to Server Impersonation Attack: In Reddy et al.’s
protocol, since the RC does not require any identity while
users are enrolled, an attacker can get a smart card by
submitting an anonymous identity requirement directly. The
attacker extracted h(ASK) and TU from the smart card.
Then, he recovers all Qs from TU , that is, he computes
Qs = Rs ⊕ PWDA, where PWDA is a pseudo-password
of the attacker. As shown in Fig.7, We give the pseudo-
code that the attacker can impersonate to be the server to
communicate with users. Note Tlimit is the time limit of
the network response. The adversary can make an effective
attack by correctly choosingQS from the setB and guessing
SIDI . This attack is feasible because the adversary has
recovered all QS and used them to generate the set B in
the first phase. And the identities of the servers are public
and SIDI that are often accessed by users are controllable.
The adversary can also get servers identity information from
TU in smart card. The adversary can make multiple attack
attempts within the effective time Tlimit.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6 Server impersonation attack 

(Attacker registration phase)  Attacker RS 

< , > 

<SC{ , ,P, h( ) ,h(ASK)}> 
Extraction: 

h(ASK) 

In , for all  to compute 

->set B 

(Impersonation attack phase)  Attacker User  

=< , , > Try A:  choose  { 

=  

Choose a  from the set B} 

If (h( || || ) && t ) goto Try A 

If (h( || || ) && t ) goto failure  

Generate  =  … Successful attack 

Fig. 7. Server impersonation attack

Vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attack: First of all, the
adversary registers to get smart card. He extracts TU and
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h(ASK) to generate set the B as shown in the imperson-
ation server attack. Detailed middle-man attack algorithm
shows in Fig.8. The attacker first uses the information ex-
tracted from the smart card to complete the server’s imper-
sonation attack as shown in Fig.7. At the same time he used
his successful guess of the information SIDI , PIDU and
QS impersonation the user to complete the authentication
and key agreement with the real server Sj . After that, the
attacker can negotiate session key with the server and the
user respectively to see all communications between Ui and
Sj .

server attack. Detailed middle-man attack algorithm shows below figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7 Man-in-the-middle attack 

 Attacker  

=< , , > 

Try A:  choose  { 

=  

Choose a  from the set B} 

If (h( || || ) && t ) 

{goto Try A} 

If (h( || || ) && t ) 

{goto failure}  

Generate , =   

, SK=h( || || ) 

=h(SK|| || || || ) 

=< , > 

If (Guess correct , , 

) 

{Generate , =  

=  

=h( || || )} 

=< , , > 

Fig. 8. Man-in-the-middle attack

Through the above proof, comparison and analysis, the
proposed 3DRMAKA protocol can have all security proper-
ties requirement from multi-server environments. Therefore,
the proposed protocol has better security than the relevant
comparison protocols.

5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we will analyze the performance of the
proposed 3DRMAKA protocol and the related comparison
schemes [10], [22], [23], [28] in terms of computation time,
communication costs and the required number of round
trip times (RTT). Depending on the network delay the
RTT time can become the dominant cost for a protocol.
A more extensive comparison can be obtained from paper
[41]. To achieve a reliable security level of 1024-bits RSA
algorithm, we choose a Tate pairing and super-singular
curve y2 = x3− 3xmodp over Fp which Fp is 512 bits finite
field. And then we choose a subgroup of G1 with order
q = 2159 + 217 + 1 that is generated from points on elliptic
curve over a finite field Fp. First, we define the following
notations.

• Tmap: Time to execute a bilinear-pairing operation.
• Tmtp: Time to execute a map-to-point hash operation.
• Texp: Time to execute a modular exponentiation op-

eration.
• Tpa: Time to execute a point addition operation.
• Th: Time to execute a general hash operation.
• Tmul: Time to execute a multiplication operation in

G2.
• Tpmul: Time to execute a scalar multiplication opera-

tion in G1.

• Tsed: Time to execute a symmetric key encryp-
tion/decryption algorithm.

Based on the Miracl library, we tested the timing of the
above operations on the computer side and mobile device
side, respectively. The specific test environment is as fol-
lows.

• PC: The test code runs on the virtual machine Ubun-
tu 14.04.3 LTS. The physical machine is equipped
with a Core 3G I7 processor (2.4GHz), 8G DDR3
memory and Windows 7 Ultimate, 64-bit 6.1.7601,
Service Pack 1 operating system.

• Mobile: The operating system is based on Android
6.0.1 MIUI 9 8.3.29 development version, the CPU is
Qualcomm Snapdragon 801 (2.5GHz) processor, 2G
running memory.

• ConnectionAndCompiler: The connection tool is
the Android Debug Bridge toolkit. The compiler
environment for the PC and mobile devices is gc-
c version 4.8.4 and arm-none-linux-gnueabi cross-
compilation tool, respectively.

The detailed experimental data is shown in Table 2.

 Table 2 The Running Time of Related Operations (Millisecond) 

         

User 32.55 30.40 3.05 0.10 0.225 0.05 11.85 0.03 

Server 5.02 5.18 0.53   0.02 0.015  0.003 2.04 0.02 

  

 Odelu et al.’ Liao et al.’ Reddy et al.’ He et al.’ he proposed 

User +7  +7  +2  + +  

Server +6  +5 + +2  +4 + + 

RC +11  Not Not Not Not 

5.1 Computation Cost
For the sake of comparison, we summarize Table 3 and Fig.9
in terms of the number of operations and the time of execu-
tion to complete a mutual authentication and key agreement
in our scheme and He et al. [28], Liao et al. [10], Reddy et al.
[23] and Odelu et al. [22] schemes, respectively. Assume that
RC and server have the same computing power.

 

Table 3 The Number of Operation 

 Odelu et al.’ 

protocol 

Liao et al.’ 

protocol 

Reddy et al.’ 

protocol 

He et al.’ 

protocol 

The proposed 

protocol 

User 3 +7  

+  

+7  

+ +5  

9 +2  2 + + 

2 +8  

9 +2  

Server 2 +6  

+2  

+5 + 

+4 +2  

6 +2  +4 + 

2 +5  

+ + 

+4 +5  

RC +11  

+3  

Not 

 Required 

Not 

Required 

Not 

Required 

Not 

Required 

  

As Fig.9 shows, our protocol has significant advantages
in terms of client computing time and total cost time. This
allows our protocol to be deployed on smart devices that
have limited computing power. Improve the universality of
the protocol. On the other hand, the computational cost of
our protocol on the server side is slightly higher than that
of the corresponding comparison schemes [23], [28], but our
scheme achieves higher security and more comprehensive
functionality, so it brings a certain server computing time
ascension. In Odelu et al. protocol, RC needs to assist the
server to complete each authentication and key agreement,
which undoubtedly will make RC bear the stress of the en-
tire network from various server requests. Combined with
the above analysis, the proposed protocol has advantages in
terms of computation cost.
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Fig.8 Computation cost comparisons 
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Fig. 9. Computation cost comparisons

5.2 Communication and RTT Cost

Based on the previous discussion of security level, we have
assumed that the length of p and q are 512 bits and 160
bits respectively. Thus, the size of an element in G1 or G2

and the length of hash functions Hi (i = 1, . . . , 7) output
are 1024 bits and 160 bits respectively. Assume the length of
both user’s identity and valid time t are 32 bits. In a mutual
authentication and key agreement, the communication cost
is computed as follows.

In Odelu et al.’protocol, all communications are {C1, X ,
h1, C1, X , h1, C2, h2, C3, h3, Y , h4, h5}. C1 should be
512 bits because C1 = EK1x

[. . .] that K1x represents the
x-coordinate a point of the ECC. {X,Y } are also points
of the ECC and others are the output of the 160-bit hash
function. Therefore, the total communication cost of Odelu
et al.’ protocol is 512× 2+ 1024× 2+ 1024+ 8× 160 =5376
bits.

In Reddy et al.’ protocol, all communications are {BUS ,
DUS , α, ESU , β, FUS}, where {α, β} are two point of ECC
and others are the output of the 160 bits. Therefore, the total
communication cost of Reddy et al.’protocol is 1024 × 2 +
4× 160 = 2688 bits.

In Liao et al.’protocol, all communications are {IDUi ,Mi,
Bij , Ri, Authij , Authji, Kji, Rj}, where {Mi,Bij , Ri, Kji,
Rj} are points of ECC , IDUi is the identity and others are
the output of the 160-bit hash function. Therefore, the total
communication cost of Liao et al.’ protocol is 1024× 5+ 2×
160 + 32 = 5472 bits.

In He et al.’protocol, all communications are {RUi
, CUi

,
y, αSj

}, where CUi
= h6(x) ⊕ (IDUi

, gUi
, aUi

), IDUi
is the

identity, RUi
∈ G1, {y, gUi

} ∈ G2 and {αSj
, aUi
} ∈ Z∗

q .
Therefore, the total communication cost of He et al.’ protocol
is 1024× 3 + 2× 160 + 32 = 3424 bits.

In our protocol, all communications are {Fui, kui, Dui,
Bui, dtui, t, Dsj , ksj}, where {kui, Bui, ksj} ∈ G2, t is 32
bits valid time and others are the output of the 160 bits.
Therefore, the total communication cost of the proposed
protocol is 1024 × 3 + 4 × 160 + 32 = 3744 bits. For
convenience, we still summarize the communication cost of
the relevant protocols in Fig.10.

The proposed protocol over Odelu et al.’protocol and
Liao et al.’protocol has obvious advantage in terms of com-
munication cost. On the other hand, our protocol adds

  

Fig.9 Communication cost comparison 
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Fig. 10. Communication cost comparisons

{Bui, dtui, t}to achieve dynamic revocation, which brings
1216 bits of communication cost. Our scheme cost is minimal
in basic authentication and key agreement communications.

The required number of round trip times in the pro-
tocol is also an important factor affecting the efficiency of
the implementation. Fewer the number of communications
tend to be more efficient, especially in complex network
environments. So in Fig.11, we summarize the number of
communications required for each comparison protocol and
our protocol.

  

Fig.10 The required number of round trip times 
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Fig. 11. The required number of round trip times

In Odelu et al.’ protocol, since each authentication re-
quires RC participation, it needs two additional interactions
than other protocols. In complex network environments,
multiple interactions result in a significant increase in com-
munication time. Through a comprehensive comparison of
execution efficiencies, we conclude that our protocol has
advantages over the relevant protocols in terms of compu-
tation time and communication cost.

To prove that our protocol is technically sound, our
programming simulation implements a full-featured demo
software. Combined with our theoretical proof, we can
better explain the technical feasibility of our scheme. As
shown in Fig.12, Fig.13, our demo not only authenticate each
other but also negotiate the session key.

Fig. 12. Server result of authentication and agreement key
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Fig. 13. Client result of authentication and agreement key

Note that our experiment is a pure software demon-
stration, so it is simplified in terms of the need to extract
biometrics from hardware. We directly use the information
entered by the user as biometrics token. This work is mainly
based on the MIRACL open source project. In order to
implement our protocol, we have made minor modifications
to some of the source code in this open source project.
To control the length of the article, we have uploaded the
detailed demonstration process, compilation environment,
code, etc. as supplementary materials.

6 CONCLUSION

To resist the exhaustion of password attack on the two-factor
MAKA protocols, a large number of three-factor MAKA
protocols have been proposed. However, almost all three-
factor MAKA protocols don’t provide formal proofs and
dynamic user management mechanism. In order to achieve
more flexible user management and higher security, this
paper proposes a new three-factor MAKA protocol that
supports dynamic revocation and provides formal proof.
The security shows that our protocol achieves the security
properties of requirements from multi-server environments.
On the other hand, through the comprehensive analysis of
performance, our protocol doesn’t sacrifice efficiency while
improving the function. On the contrary, the proposed pro-
tocol has great advantages in terms of the total computation
time.
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